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Abstract—This paper proposes a learnt data-driven approach for accurate, real-time tracking of facial features using only intensity
information. The task of automatic facial feature tracking is non-trivial since the face is a highly deformable object with large textural
variations and motion in certain regions. Existing works attempt to address these problems by either limiting themselves to tracking
feature points with strong and unique visual cues (e.g. mouth and eye corners), or by incorporating a-priori information that needs
to be manually designed (e.g. selecting points for a shape model). The framework proposed here largely avoids the need for such
restrictions by automatically identifying the optimal visual support required for tracking a single facial feature point. This automatic
identification of the visual context required for tracking, allows the proposed method to potentially track any point on the face. Tracking
is achieved via linear predictors which provide a fast and effective method for mapping pixel-intensities into tracked feature position
displacements. Building upon the simplicity and strengths of linear predictors, a more robust biased linear predictor is introduced.
Multiple linear predictors are then grouped into a rigid flock to further increase robustness. To improve tracking accuracy, a novel
probabilistic selection method is used to identify relevant visual areas for tracking a feature point. These selected flocks are then
combined into a hierarchical multi-resolution LP model. Finally, we also exploit a simple shape constraint for correcting the occasional
tracking failure of a minority of feature points. Experimental results show that this method performs more robustly and accurately than
AAMs, with minimal training examples on example sequences that range from SD quality to Youtube quality. Additionally, an analysis
of the visual support consistency across different subjects is also provided.
Index Terms—Facial Feature Tracking, Learning, Linear Predictors, Multiple Resolution, Probabilistic Selection.
✦
1 INTRODUCTION
The task of automatic facial feature tracking is non-trivial
since the face is a highly deformable object. For example,
the lip is highly deformable and can assume a large
variety of shapes. This difﬁculty is compounded by the
potential appearance and disappearance of the teeth and
tongue during speech causing the inner lip’s texture to
change dramatically. Other parts of the face can contain
extremely fast movements, for example, the eye shape
can change from an open eye to a closed eye in the
period of a single frame. There are also areas of the face
that are challenging to track directly, in particular, points
on the cheek where the texture can be homogeneous.
In this paper, we approach the above issues by propos-
ing a learnt, person-speciﬁc but importantly, a data-driven
approach to achieve accurate and real-time tracking of
independent facial features using only pixel intensities.
A crucial component of our method is the ability to
automatically locate visual support that is optimal for
tracking a particular feature point. This allows us to
potentially track any facial feature. Importantly, this
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includes points on regions where the visual complexity
is high due to potential texture changes (e.g. inner lip)
and facial features that are challenging due to the lack of
texture (e.g. points on cheek). However, this does not dis-
count the usefulness of shape constraints. Indeed, in this
work, we show that the robustness of the trackers can
also be improved by means of simple shape constraints.
It is important to note, however, that our use of shape
functions merely as a simple constraint, allowing the
correction of occasional tracking errors in a minority of
feature points. Additional constraints such as temporal
models of dynamics are neither required nor used.
1.1 Related Work
There exists a number of different methods for facial fea-
ture tracking. One class of popular methods treats locat-
ing facial features as a detection problem. The locations
of various facial features (e.g. eyes) are semi-reliably
detected, followed by the elimination of invalid facial
feature conﬁgurations using various statistical methods
[4], [34], [12]. Whilst it is possible to detect the locations
of facial features with strong and consistent visual cues
(e.g. eyes, nose, mouth, etc...), it is unclear whether
these methods will be accurate enough to be used for
tracking more speciﬁc points on the face, for example a
particular point on the eyelid, or a set of points around
the inner mouth. Certainly, such methods avoid tracking
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less subtle feature points such as those on homogeneous
regions on the face (e.g. cheeks).
Other methods fall into the category of model-based
methods. An example of which is active contours. Ex-
amples of active contours applied to tracking lip con-
tours are [3], [35]. This was improved by Barnard et
al. [2] by coupling this technique with 2D templates. In
[32], temporal constraints were also included to improve
tracking. It is possible to exploit colour information of
speciﬁc parts of the face (e.g. lips) by initially performing
segmentation using colour and markov random ﬁeld
models before obtaining the ﬁnal shape using active
contours as proposed by Lievin et al. [15]. One disad-
vantage of active contours are their complexity in time
and computation.
A widely used method for facial feature tracking is
the Active Shape Model (ASM), originally proposed by
Cootes et al [7]. Here, a statistical model (usually a
single or mixture of Gaussians) of the shape of various
facial features is initially built. This statistical model
is then used as a generative mechanism to constrain
and produce plausible facial shapes. Models of local
visual information around each facial point are then con-
structed. A generated shape is then iteratively deformed
to ﬁt the face in an observed input image in such a way
that the local model best ﬁts the observed information
in the input image. In the original work of Cootes
et al[7], the intensity proﬁle along the normal of the
shape’s curve was used to model a feature point’s local
visual information. Recently, machine learning methods
have been used to produce classiﬁcation approaches
for locating feature points. Examples of such learning
mechanisms range from Boosting methods [36], [8], [9],
to neural networks [26], [5]. The work by Ding et al[9]
is particularly related to the proposed approach. Here,
the surrounding visual context is automatically selected
and used as negative for building feature detectors
was proposed. The linear prediction approach proposed
here differs from the machine learning approaches by
tracking facial features in terms of estimating feature
displacements using a regression approach as opposed
to detecting facial features.
Pose invariance can be obtained by using a mixture
pose-speciﬁc ASMs as proposed in [1]. However, one
main disadvantage of the above ASM methods is the
requirement for a large training database of different
facial shapes, where the number of examples can range
from hundreds to thousands. This is necessary in or-
der to produce an accurate statistical model of valid
shapes capable of generating plausible facial conﬁgura-
tions. Although there exists approaches for automatically
landmarking the shape information from images, as
proposed by Milborrow et al[21], results depend on the
quality of the data and the landmarks characteristics (e.g.
a point on the inner lip may not be easy to automatically
label consistently).
The large training datasets required by ASMs can
be reduced by building person-speciﬁc trackers using
Active Appearance Models (AAM) by Cootes et al [6].
One advantage of the AAM over the ASM is that it
allows for the learning of person speciﬁc feature trackers
using a much smaller training dataset. This is made
possible by the use of the shape-constrained face ap-
pearance information during the tracking stage. AAMs
have previously been used for tracking lip shapes by
Matthews et al[20]. Pose invariance can also be achieved
by coupling AAMs with an underlying 3D model, for
example by Xiao et al [33], followed by Dornaika et al
[11] and more recently by Sung et al [27]. However,
whilst person-speciﬁc AAMs produce excellent results
and can be optimised to be fast, as demonstrated by
Matthews and Baker[19], the non-linear optimisation
step during the tracking phase can still be complicated
and they are not necessarily robust, particularly in the
presence of large movements or image noise.
Recently there has been a great deal of research aimed
at producing person-independent AAMs. For example,
the adaptation of an existing AAM to a novel subject was
proposed by Dornaika et al[10]. Generalisation of AAMs
can also be obtained by learning a person-independent
boosted classiﬁer that produces an alignment error score
[16]. The performance of these AAMs was improved
further by Nguyen et al [22] by learning a suitable cost
functions that is quasi-concave. Alternatively, Wu et al
[31] approached this task as a machine learning problem,
where Boosting is used to select the best visual features
that produce a suitable cost function [31]. However, the
generalisation obtained, again comes at the cost of a
relatively large training set. Additionally, these methods
are used for addressing the face alignment problem,
where only a limited set of facial feature conﬁgurations
are considered. Consequently, it is still an open question
as to how accurate they will be when applied to the
problem of accurately tracking facial features.
1.2 Novel Contributions
In order to track features, the method of linear predictor
ﬂocks is used. Each Linear Predictor (LP) provides a
mapping from sparse template differences to the dis-
placement vector of a tracked facial feature [38]. Multiple
LPs can then be grouped into rigid ﬂocks to track a single
feature point with greater robustness and accuracy. The
following novelties are then introduced to produce a
state of the art facial feature tracking framework. Firstly,
the framework proposed can be used for general facial
feature tracking. This is an important attribute, as it
provides tracking for a general set of facial feature points
i.e. we are not limited to points that have consistent and
strong appearance such as the corners of the eyes and
mouth. The relevant visual context for tracking any facial
point can be established during training. Secondly, the
linear predictors are extended into a full linear regression
function by introducing a bias factor, resulting in biased-
LPs (Section 2). Thirdly, a novel LP selection method
based on probabilistic selection is proposed, removing
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the need for a heuristically deﬁned threshold for how
many LPs to retain in a ﬂock. Instead, the proposed
selection method migrates member LPs into optimal
positions, essentially automatically identifying the visual
context for tracking a particular feature point (Section
3). Fourthly, the tracking robustness is further increased
by integrating the selected LP ﬂocks into a hierarchical
multi-resolution framework (Section 4).
The performance of the method is quantiﬁed and
compared to AAMs using convergence curves. These
convergence tests have the additional beneﬁt of measur-
ing how robust a method is under different initialisation
conditions, as detailed in Section 6.
A preliminary version of the work described in this
manuscript appeared in [24]. In this manuscript, we
further improve on the above with the following con-
tributions: Firstly, a simple shape constraint is added
to the existing tracking framework (Section 5). It was
found that this addition contributed to a signiﬁcant
improvement in both the accuracy and robustness of the
method, as is documented in the experiments section.
Secondly, a more rigorous experimental evaluation
of the proposed method is provided (Section 6 and
7). These include new convergence experiments on LP
ﬂocks with and without the shape constraints and fur-
ther analysis on the performance of AAMs when the
entire face was used for tracking (Section 6). Addition-
ally, tracking performance comparisons are also made
with AAMs by using an existing database of American
Sign Language video sequences (provided by authors
of [9]) where tracking groundtruth is available. These
sequences are challenging due to the variations in pose
and facial expressions present, as well as signiﬁcant
occlusions to the face from the subject’s hands when
performing different signs. As such, it allows us to
evaluate the tracking accuracy of the proposed method
in the presence of the above factors and compare it
against existing results using AAMs. It also allows the
effect of training set size on performance to be quanti-
ﬁed. Further quantiﬁcation of tracking performances on
even more challenging video sequences obtained from
Youtube is also made (Section 7). These explore how well
tracking copes with factors that are present in the ASL
database, but with more extreme variations and under
signiﬁcant image noise (e.g. motion blur, compression
artefacts). Furthermore, analysis is also performed on
the consistency of the selected visual information across
different individuals for tracking the same facial feature
(Section 6.8) before concluding in Section 8.
2 BIASED LINEAR PREDICTORS
A Linear Predictor (LP) forms the central component of
the proposed tracking mechanism. An LP is responsible
for tracking a particular visual feature by means of a
linear mapping from an input space of sparse support
pixels to a displacement vector space, the motion of the
feature point. Recently, linear predictors have been used
Fig. 1: Illustration of a linear predictor(LP). Each LP has
a reference point c. Within an area around c, called the
support region a set of randomly sampled support pixels
(x, y, z)with their offsets from c: s1, s2, s3. Also shown is
the synthesis of training data. X is the artiﬁcial trans-
lation of c. The corresponding support pixel difference
vector is δp = (x, y, z) - (d, e, f).
for efﬁcient constrained tracking of planar objects[38].
Along similar lines, Relevance Vector Machines (RVMs)
have also been used to provide displacement predic-
tions [30]. More recently, Bayesian Mixtures of Experts
coupled with RVMs have been proposed for tracking
[25]. However, compared with LPs, both the above ap-
proaches are of high complexity.
A linear predictor (LP) is deﬁned as a set of ﬁve
components, L = {c,H, V, S, b}, where c is a 2D reference
point deﬁning the location of the feature, H is the linear
mapping to a displacement vector, S is a set of 2D offsets
for positioning the support pixels, |S| is the number
of support pixels and V is a |S|-dimensional vector of
base support pixel values. V forms a sparse template for
the visual appearance of the feature point. Additionally,
we improve on the original work on LPs[38] by adding
a bias factor b to the linear mapping H . As can be
seen in Section 6.2, this simple but effective addition
signiﬁcantly increases the tracking accuracy. We will
refer to this new type of linear predictor as a biased LP.
In order to obtain V , S = {si}
|S|
i=1 is deﬁned and
used, where si is the offset relative to c. The offset
positions si are obtained as random offsets within a
speciﬁed radius from the origin. In Section 4, we show
how LPs of different sizes can be combined together
into multi resolution LPs for improved robustness. An
illustration of a linear predictor can be seen in Figure
1. To use a biased LP to predict the displacement of its
tracked feature (i.e. reference point c), given the image
I = Ih,wij of dimensions hxw as input, we ﬁrstly obtain
the difference between the base support pixel values and
those from the current image:
δp = (Vi − V
I
i )
|S|
i=1 (1)
where V Ii = Ic+si is the pixel value at position c+ si in
the image. The biased displacement of c, t is then:
t = Hδp+ b (2)
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2.1 Learning the Biased Linear Mapping
The linear mapping (H) of an LP is learnt using least
squares optimisation. As a result, from Eq. 2, we need a
set of training examples in the form of support pixel
differences (δp) and displacement vector pairs (t). To
achieve this, a number of training examples can be
synthesised from each single training image.
It is assumed that in each training image, the location
of the tracked feature point is ground-truthed, which is
also the value of the LP reference point (c). This allows
us to extract the base support pixel values (V ). Following
this, it is possible to synthesise a number of random
displacements from c. Along with these displacements,
we can also obtain their respective δp vectors by initially
translating c by the displacement, obtaining the support
pixel values at that position and calculating its difference
from the base support pixel values. This process is then
repeated for all training images, allowing us to gather a
wide range of training examples for learning the linear
mapping H . The base support pixel values are then set
as their respective mean intensities across all training
images.
The generated examples are then compiled into the
following matrices: T and δP , where T is a 2xNT ma-
trix, of which each column is a displacement vector.
Similarly, δP is a |S|xNT matrix, where each column is
the displacement vector’s corresponding support pixel
difference vector. Additionally, we learn the bias for the
linear model by adding an additional column of 1s to
the end of δP , giving: δP ′ = (δP, [1]), where [1] denotes
a column vector of rows NT . Using least squares, H can
now be obtained as follows:
H = TδP ′+ = TδP ′T (δP ′δP ′T )−1 (3)
where δP ′+ is the pseudo-inverse of δP ′.
2.2 Rigid Flocks of Biased LPs
Using a single linear predictor to determine the displace-
ment of a feature point is insufﬁcient. This is because a
single linear mapping between the support pixel differ-
ence values to the displacement space is seldom robust to
noise, illumination changes and other image warps that
may occur on the feature point and its surroundings.
This problem can be addressed by grouping multiple
linear predictors together into a rigid ﬂock of LPs. In
previous work [14], [13], a ﬂock tends to be a loose
collection of features or trackers that must lie within an
area surrounding a reference point (e.g. feature mean po-
sition). Whilst each ﬂock member may move somewhat
independently within this area, in general they agree on
the general direction of the tracked target. This agree-
ment often cancels out noise present in the individual
tracker predictions. In our case of a rigid ﬂock, the LP
trackers are similar to the above ﬂocks, in that they are
constrained to lie within some area around a reference
point. The difference from the above work is that they
are ﬁxed by an original offset away from the reference
Fig. 2: Illustration of a rigid ﬂock of linear predictors,
whose position is given by reference point, P . The
member LPs are (L1, L2, L3, L4) each with a rigid offset
from P : O1, O2, O3, O4.
point. In order to further improve on the robustness and
accuracy of the tracking predictions, separate ﬂocks are
used for predicting the individual x and y displacement
components. To disambiguate between these two types
of ﬂocks, the superscript x and y are used respectively.
Since both of these LP ﬂocks are similar in form, for the
following LP ﬂock deﬁnitions, we use a “*” to act as a
placeholder that can take either the superscript x or y.
This removes the need to repeat the formal deﬁnitions
twice.
Thus, a rigid ﬂock of LPs consists of the following
components: a reference point PF∗, a set containing
|LF∗| number of linear predictors (LF∗ = {L∗}|L
F∗|
f=1 ) and
the 2x|LF∗| matrix of linear predictor offsets (OF∗) from
PF∗ (Figure 2). We deﬁne the displacement predictions
obtained from Eq. 2, of each of the member linear sets as
{t∗}
|LF∗|
f=1 . This arrangement allows us to have a reference
point offset from the centre of the LPs in the ﬂock, but
still be guided by its predictions. This is in contrast to, for
example, taking the reference point as the mean of the
member LPs, where it is forced to lie in the centre of the
ﬂock members. As we will see in Section 6, a rigid ﬂock
of LPs combined with carefully selected LPs is critical
to increasing the tracking accuracy and fundamentally
different to related approaches (e.g [14], [13], [6], [2]).
The 2D image displacement prediction of a feature
point modeled with 2 LP ﬂocks (LFx, LFy) is given as:
xF = (1/|LFx|)
|LFx|∑
f=1
txf (1) (4)
yF = (1/|LFy|)
|LFy|∑
f=1
tyf (2) (5)
where t∗f (1) and t
∗
f (2) are respectively the x and y com-
ponents of the f th LP’s predicted displacement vectors.
From this, we ﬁnd that txf (1) is the x-component of the
f th x-coordinate LP, and tyf (2) is the y-component of the
f th y-coordinate LP. This is then used to update the posi-
tion of the rigid ﬂock reference point for both x and y LP
ﬂocks: PFx = PFx+(xF , yF ) and PFy = PFy+(xF , yF ).
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3 PROBABILISTIC SELECTION OF LPS
Having deﬁned a rigid ﬂock of LPs in the previous sec-
tion, we are now faced with the crucial issue of deciding
where to place the member LPs. To start, for both sets of
LP ﬂocks (LFx, LFy), a predetermined number of LPs
are randomly scattered within an area around the rigid
ﬂocks’ reference point. It is then possible, for all linear
predictors to use Eq. 4 and 5 to predict the displacement
of the reference point, given a new input image.
However, this can be suboptimal, since there may exist
many LPs in a ﬂock that will give incorrect displace-
ment predictions. We are now faced with the problem
of identifying meaningful context useful for tracking a
particular feature point and crucially, this context may
not be the local support region as would be assumed
for traditional template-based tracking approaches (e.g.
the LK tracker[18], [29]). To address this issue, this
section proposes an iterative and probabilistic method
for selecting separate sets of LPs for accurate and ro-
bust predictions. More speciﬁcally, this method will be
based on iteratively selecting new sets of LPs based on
their displacement prediction mean errors from training
groundtruth data. In earlier work [23], a naive method
of removing LPs in the rigid ﬂock with mean predic-
tion errors less than a predeﬁned threshold was used.
Here, with an iterative scheme, a threshold is no longer
needed.
To continue, a number of deﬁnitions are ﬁrstly given:
The training set will be a set of NG images IG with
groundtruth positions for the target feature. The dis-
placement groundtruth dataset is deﬁned as G =
(gx,t, gy,t)
NG
t=1, where each example, gi, is a 2D displace-
ment vector. Given a rigid ﬂock learnt using a small
number of training examples, it is possible to track
the feature using Eq. 4 and 5 and obtain the predicted
displacement vectors for every LP at every frame, which
is deﬁned as (x′Fi,t, y
′F
i,t)
NG
i=1.
3.1 Probabilistic Re-selection using the Individual
LP Mean Error
The biased LP selection method proposed here is similar
in essence to factored sampling, particularly the ﬁrst step
of particle selection. The proposed method is essentially
an iterative method, where at each iteration, we draw
a new set of location offsets for member LPs in a ﬂock
with respect to weightings based on an inverted form of
training error. Following this, it is possible to relearn the
linear mappings for this new set of LPs and reiterate the
whole process to progressively locate better locations for
placing LPs resulting in greater tracking accuracy.
To start, we calculate the two displacement prediction
component’s mean error for each LP in a rigid ﬂock for
iteration step α as follows:
αx,i = (1/|G|)
NG∑
t=1
√
(gx,t − x′Fi,t)
2 (6)
αy,i = (1/|G|)
NG∑
t=1
√
(gy,t − y′Fi,t)
2 (7)
Having obtained the individual LP mean errors, the
next step is to transform them into a selection probability
value. This essentially involves inverting the error val-
ues. There are a wide variety of methods to achieve this,
however, we have found that given a set of errors α∗,i
where ∗ can either be x or y, the errors can be inverted
to selection probabilities (βα∗,j
M
j=1
) using:
βα∗,j =
max(α∗,i)− 
α
∗,i∑
α∗,i
M
i=1
(8)
Following this, a cumulative probability graph can be
formed:
γα∗,j =
∑
βα∗,i
j
i=1
(9)
From this, we can probabilistically select the next batch
of LPs from the existing set in an iterative manner. Here,
it is possible to iterate for a ﬁxed number of times,
or until the error has converged to a preset value; T .
The selection algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. An
illustration of how the positions of the members LPs in
a ﬂock changes as the algorithm progresses can be seen
in Figure 3.
Algorithm 1 Probabilistic Selection Algorithm
α = 1
δ = T  + 1
Start with the initial LP ﬂock (LF∗,α) whose LP mem-
bers’ offset positions (O∗,α) were initialised randomly
around its respective feature point P ∗.
while α < Nα or δ < T  do
Create a LP offset matrix, whose elements are 0:
OF∗,α
for i = [1...M ] do
α = α+ 1
Generate random number Rα ∈ [0, 1)
Obtain index for new LP:argminj γα∗,j < R
α
Get the offset position of the selected LP:
(ox, oy) = O
F∗,α−1
j
Add a small random noise offset (nx, ny) to it:
(ox, oy)+ = (nx, ny)
Set the position of the LP in the new set as (ox, oy):
OF∗,αi = (ox, oy)
end for
Relearn the linear mappings for the current iter-
ation’s LP set (LF∗,α) using the newly obtained
offsets OF∗,α
end while
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Fig. 3: Shown are the training errors of 200 individual LPs in a ﬂock ranked in desceding order over different
iterations of the probabilistic selection. The error graph on the left shows that the errors of a majority of LPs are
reduced through iterative selection. Shown on the right are the locations of the different LPs for tracking a point
on the lower inner lip at different iterations of the selection process. The large circle on the ﬁgures on the right
shows the area where member LPs were initially randomly placed.
4 CHAIN OF MULTI-SCALE SELECTED LP
FLOCKS
It is known from previous work on LPs [38] that in-
creasing the support region size and the range of train-
ing displacements result in greater robustness to large
displacements from a feature’s location, with reduced
accuracy as a trade off. In order to obtain tracking results
that are both robust and accurate, a chain of LPs of
decreasing sizes can be used. The largest LP is ﬁrst used
to predict a feature’s location. The result is then passed
to the next LP in the chain that is less robust but more
accurate, and repeated until we have reached the end of
the LP chain, with an accurate location of a displaced
feature.
We have found that the above argument also holds
true for our case of selected LP ﬂocks. As a result, we
employ a similar strategy for obtaining robust and ac-
curate feature tracking by chaining together a sequence
of LP ﬂocks of decreasing size. Here, we deﬁne the size
of an LP ﬂock by the radius of feature displacements
that it has been trained to cope with. This also affects
the offset range for member LPs as well as the support
regions of the individual member LPs (see Figure 4). The
exact sizes of the support regions, training displacement
ranges and LP member offset radius will be given in
Section 6. Formally, suppose we have trainedNS number
of different sized LP ﬂock pairs for tracking a feature
point. It must be noted that the sizes of the member LPs
of each pair are the same. More speciﬁcally, an LP ﬂock
pair of size θ is deﬁned as: Lθ = (LFx,θ, LFx,θ). Flocks
can be sorted in descending order based on their sizes
and used to form an ordered set to represent the multi-
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4: Shown here are the different sized LP ﬂocks that
form a multi-scale LP ﬂock, where (a) is the smallest to
(c) being the largest. Predicting the feature displacement
cascades from the largest (c) to the smallest (a) LP ﬂock.
scale LP ﬂock chain: {Lθi}NSi=1, θi+1 < θi, where the NS
ﬂock sizes are deﬁned as the set {θi}NSi=1.
We can now use the multi-resolution LP ﬂock chain
to predict a feature’s position. Suppose our input image
is given as I . The initial starting position for prediction
is given by the reference point position (Section 2.2) of
the largest LP ﬂock. A prediction is then made on the
location of the tracked feature using Eq. 5. The resulting
feature position, given by the updated reference point
PF∗,θ1 is used to initialise the reference position of the
next ﬂock in the chain, that is: PF∗,θ2 = PF∗,θ1 . This
process is then repeated until we have reached the last
scale θNS . The updated reference position of the last
LP ﬂock PF∗,θNS is used as the tracked position of the
feature of interest.
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5 SHAPE CONSTRAINTS
In order to further improve on the tracking performance
in terms of accuracy and robustness, a simple shape
constraint is introduced. Here, the shape constraint is
modelled as a Point Distribution Model (PDM) [7] built
using the labelled training set that was used for learning
the LP ﬂocks. Our shape constraint consists of a mean
shape, set of basis vectors and a corresponding set of
constraint extents.
To obtain the above, we start by creating a shape
training dataset. Suppose, we have we have NI number
of training images, each labelled with NF number of
facial feature positions. It is then possible to construct a
shape vector by concatenating all the coordinates of each
feature point into the vector ki ∈ R2NF , i = {1...NI}. A
mean shape vector is also obtained from this set and
deﬁned as k¯.
A covariance matrix can be obtained from the training
shape vectors and the shape basis vectors are extracted
by performing Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on
the training covariance matrix. The resulting shape basis
vectors are deﬁned as: E = {ei}NEi=1, where the NE largest
eigenvectors account for 95% of the variations present
in the data. Additionally, PCA also provides us with
the extent in which the data varies in the direction of
a particular shape basis, given by the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix. These are then used to form a set of
constraints as follows: Λ = {λi}NEi=1.
In order to use the above shape constraint model, at
every frame, we obtain the tracked positions of each
facial feature point of interest using the selected LP
ﬂocks. These positions are then concatenated into an
input shape vector in a similar manner to that used to
form the shape training set: kI . Following this, a robust
afﬁne transform [37] using the Least Median of Squares
Regression method1, is used to align the input shape to
the mean shape (k¯) giving: k′I . This aligned input shape
vector is then projected onto each basis vector giving
the eigenspace coefﬁcients: ci = k′Iei, i = 1...NE . Finally,
the constraints Λ are applied to ci before being used to
reconstruct a constrained shape vector (k′′I ) containing
the corrected positions of the facial feature points:
k′′I =
NE∑
i
c′iei,where, c
′
i =
⎧⎨
⎩
ci if |ci| < λi
λi if ci >= λi
−λi if ci <= −λi
(10)
5.1 Relation of Shape-Constrained LP Flocks to
ASMs and AAMs
In this section, we will discuss the relation between the
proposed method and that of ASMs and AAMs. The
proposed selected LP tracker method is similar to that
of ASMs in the use of the shape model. Both methods
initially use some form of feature speciﬁc trackers that
provides a hypothesis of the facial feature conﬁguration.
1. The homest package[17] provided the C++ implementation of this
method.
Subsequently, a shape model is then used to correct
inaccuracies in this given hypothesis. However, there are
important differences. Firstly, ASMs rely heavily on the
shape model to generate a fairly accurate hypothesis.
This hypothesised shape is then reﬁned using local
feature trackers. These feature trackers rely on the fact
that they are initially placed (using the hypothesised
shape) near their corresponding features. Our proposed
method is effectively the opposite, with minimal reliance
on the shape constraints. Most of the robust and accurate
tracking of facial features is effectively performed by
independent LPs ﬂocks. Should a minority of these LPs
lose track (e.g. due to severe occlusions), the shape
constraint serves to “pull” them back to their region of
convergence, where they can continue to track in the next
frame.
In relation to AAMs, we ﬁnd that the proposed LPs are
person speciﬁc and work mainly on texture information
(i.e support pixel values and differences). Additionally,
the proposed shape constrained LPs require only a small
training set, usually less than 20 examples as described
in Section 6. Incidentally, it is these attributes that make
the LP method closer to AAMs, which are also generally
person-speciﬁc, rely more on texture for tracking and
require a relatively small training set.
6 CONVERGENCE EXPERIMENTS
This section describes experiments carried out to further
understand the following points: ﬁrstly how the pro-
posed method’s robustness is affected with regards to
different parameters, in particular the usefulness of the
bias component in an LP (Section 6.2), the number of
member LPs used in a ﬂock (Section 6.3) and the role
of different sized LPs in a multi-scale LP ﬂock model
(Section 6.4); secondly, a comparison of the tracking per-
formance of multi-scale LP ﬂocks is compared to those
from an AAM method [20] (Section 6.7). AAMs were
chosen due to their known performance in tracking facial
features without requiring a large number of training
examples.
In order to quantify the robustness of the proposed
method at different parameter settings and to com-
pare against AAMs, a test measuring convergence to
groundtruth from displaced data was used. The results
effectively provides information on how robust a method
is to initialisation conditions that are of increasing dis-
tance from the groundtruth location across all frames in
the test sequences. To achieve this, for each test image
in the test sequence, all the tracked points are initially
displaced from their groundtruth positions. These dis-
placements range from 1 to 60 pixels in radius (Figure
5c,d). A tracking method (e.g. proposed LP method or
AAMs) is then applied to these corrupted positions.
A count of how many points eventually fall within a
nominal radius of the groundtruth data is made. Here,
we have set the convergence radius to 5 pixels. It is then
possible to obtain the percentage of points across all test
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5: Shown are all 83 tracked points for the webcam
data(a) and the SD camera data(b). The displacement
error sizes (up to 60 pixels) with respect to the face is
illustrated in (c) and (d) as red circles of different sizes.
images and tracked points that have fallen within the
convergence region for a given range of displacement
noise.
6.1 Experimental Setup
For the convergence experiments, two classes of data
were captured: a standard deﬁnition (PAL) resolution
camera; and a low-cost 640x480 resolution webcam. Us-
ing the SD camera, two separate video sequences from
each of 3 different subjects engaged in general discussion
with another person were captured. Similarly, using a
webcam, two separate video sequences from each of
4 different subjects discussing the contents of pictures
with another person were captured. For each subject,
one sequence was retained for training purposes and the
remainder for testing. The test sequences contained ap-
proximately 800 to 1000 frames. In order to groundtruth
the data, semi-automatic labelling was used, since hand
labelling every frame would have been too time consum-
ing. In total, 83 points on the face were tracked as shown
in Figure 5a,b. In order to track all of these points, 83
independent multi-resolution LP ﬂocks were used. For
training the LPs’ linear mapping matrix H , around 13-15
images extracted from the training sequence was used. It
is important to note that the training size is very small in
comparison to the size of the test data ( < 0.15%). Each
LP had a support region of half the size of its associated
scale, with 80 support pixels randomly placed within
this area. A visualisation of various converged results
for image frames from both webcam and SD images are
shown in Figure 11. The results in Figure 11 show lines
that join together different facial features. These lines are
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Fig. 6: The convergence graphs for the different LP
parameters settings for webcam sequences (a) and SD
camera sequences (b). For more details, refer to Section
6.
purely for visualisation purposes and play no role in the
tracking process.
6.2 Biased LPs vs Original LPs
In order to analyse the improvements due to the addition
of a bias in the LPs, convergence tests were performed
on selected LP ﬂocks with 3 scales with and without
the bias term. All LP ﬂocks have 200 members each. The
results can be seen in the ﬁrst row of Figure 6. We see that
for the webcam data, there is a consistent improvement
across the entire error range. In the SD dataset, we ﬁnd
that the bias provided increased robustness, especially
when the noise is large.
6.3 LP Flock Size
The next set of experiments were used to determine
the effect of increasing the number of members in
an LP ﬂock. To this end, tests were performed us-
ing LP ﬂocks with the following number of members:
20,40,80,120,160,200. These ﬂocks underwent the selec-
tion process. Additionally, 3 scales were used as before:
10, 40 and 60 pixels. The results can be seen in the
second row of Figure 6. For the webcam database, it was
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Fig. 7: The convergence graphs for the different LP
parameters settings for webcam sequences (a) and SD
camera sequences (b). For more details, refer to Section
6.
interesting to note that increasing the ﬂock size beyond
80 members did little to improve the robustness of the
method. However, the case was different in terms of
the SD dataset, whereby increasing the sizes resulted in
continuous improvement in robustness.
6.4 Role of Different LP Flock Scales
In order to analyse the role of the different LP sizes in
a multi-resolution LP ﬂock, tests were performed with
LP ﬂocks with an increasing number of scales. Here, a
maximum of 3 scales are used, of sizes 10, 40 and 60
pixels respectively. Each individual scale has selected
ﬂocks with 200 members. Tests were ﬁrstly performed
with LP ﬂocks with LPs of size 10 pixels. Next, LP
ﬂocks of size 40 were added and the convergence tests
repeated. Finally, the LPs of size 60 were added and
the results compiled. The obtained convergence graphs
are shown on the third row of Figure 6. It can be
seen that adding the larger scales provide signiﬁcant
improvements on the convergence scores when the noise
level is high (i.e. 60 pixels radius).
6.5 LP Selection
To better understand how much improvement is ob-
tained from the LP probabilistic selection method, con-
vergence tests with the selection method switched on
and switched off were performed. For these experiments,
200 LPs were used per ﬂock, and 3 scales were used:
10,40 and 60 pixels. The results can be seen in the ﬁrst
row of Figure 7. Here, it can be seen for both SD and
webcam quality data that the selection process results
in LP trackers that are signiﬁcantly more accurate and
robust than those with LP ﬂocks whose members were
randomly placed.
6.6 Role of Shape Constraints
In order to analyse the beneﬁts of using shape con-
straints, convergence tests were performed using multi-
resolution LP ﬂocks with and without shape constraints.
These LP ﬂocks are multi-resolution with 3 scales (10,
40 and 60 pixels) and their members consist of biased-
LPs. The results can be seen in the second row of Figure
7. The results indicate that adding shape constraints
further improves the robustness and accuracy of the
proposed method across the entire range of displacement
errors. We can see the biggest improvement in the form
of robustness to large amounts of noise from the SD
camera data. Here, when the noise displacement is 60
pixels, there is a 17% improvement in the convergence
results. This improvement is due to the shape constraint
essentially “pulling back” the few unstable LP ﬂocks that
would not have converged to the solution when noise
is large. However, in the case of the webcam images,
we do not see a signiﬁcant improvement. One reason
for this is due to the size of the faces in the webcam
sequences. At 60 pixels displacement error, we ﬁnd that
many facial feature trackers are initialised outside the
face region, on background clutter. When this happens,
the linear mappings in the LP ﬂocks can often be invalid,
since the background’s pixel values can be arbitrary. As
a result, these LP trackers can often fail to converge to
their corresponding feature.
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Fig. 8: Convergence results comparing AAMs with and
without face contour information against the proposed
LP tracker for (a) SD camera sequences and (b) webcam
camera sequences.
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6.7 Comparison with AAMs
To compare the proposed method against AAMs, we
trained separate AAMs for each subject using exactly
the same training data used for the LP ﬂocks. The
implementation of AAMs used was provided by the
authors of [28]. The convergence scores using the AAM
method was then obtained and compared against multi-
resolution LP selected-ﬂocks with 3 scales and 200 mem-
ber LPs (third row of Figure 7). We ﬁnd that the AAM
performs poorly when the displacement error is high. In
the webcam data, when the displacement error is small
(< 10 pixels), the performance of the AAM is comparable
to the proposed method. However, it is surprising that
the AAMs performed poorly when the image quality
was higher for the SD dataset. This was despite it using
both shape and texture constraints that were employed
in a multi-resolution optimisation process. To further
investigate the performance of the AAMs, an additional
experiment was performed where the face contour was
also included, thus providing the AAMwith information
from the entire face. The convergence results are shown
in Figure 8. It can be seen that there is signiﬁcant im-
provement in the performance of the AAMs. However,
even with this improvement, performance remains lower
than that of the LP ﬂocks.
6.8 Analysis of Selected Features
In this section, we analyse consistency of visual sup-
port for tracking across different subjects. This can be
achieved by looking at the average distances of support
pixels for an LP ﬂock of a single facial feature point
across different subjects. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrstly extract
and group all the support pixels offsets of a subject’s
LP ﬂock for a particular facial feature point. This is then
repeated for each subject. Suppose we have S number
of subjects, we have S sets of support pixel offsets. We
then calculate the average minimum Euclidean distance
of each subject’s support pixel offset to that of the
other subjects. From this, we can quantify the degree
of similarity of a facial feature’s LP ﬂock across different
subjects.
The above analysis is then performed separately on
the LP ﬂocks for the SD data and webcam data used
in the convergence tests of Section 6. For both of these
datasets, each LP ﬂock has 200 members. Each member
in turn has 30 support pixels, resulting in each ﬂock
having a total of 6000 support pixels. The results can be
seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15 for the SD and webcam
sequences respectively. We ﬁnd that the LP ﬂocks for
the SD data are remarkably similar, with all average
distances of support pixel distances across subjects being
less than 1.6 pixels (Figure 14a). This can also be visually
seen by directly showing the LP ﬂocks’ support pixels
for different subjects (Figure 14c). The results from the
webcam data, however, are less consistent and have
a higher average inter-subject support pixel distances
(Figure 15a). An interesting observation is on the middle
No. Train Images Mean Err Std Dev
5 5.8 6.6
10 4.6 4.5
20 4.3 4.3
40 4.2 4.5
AAM (unknown) [9] 5.5 1.8
SubAdaBoost (none) [9] 7.8 1.9
TABLE 1: Table showing average tracking error in pixels
for the ASL sequences (Section 7.1) using the proposed
method trained with different training set sizes. For
comparison, the errors for the AAM and SubAdaBoost
methods [9] are also shown.
point on the lower inner-lip. Here, the differences in
the LP ﬂocks is greatest, with the average support pixel
distance being 3.7 pixels. These differences in the LP
ﬂocks can also be visualised by looking at Figure 15c.
7 TRACKING EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the tracking performance of the pro-
posed method, two sets of experiments were performed.
The ﬁrst set uses an existing American Sign Language
(ASL) nonmanual database that was also used in [9]
where tracking groundtruth information was available.
There are signiﬁcant amounts of occlusions of the face
from the hands in this database and thus allows us to
evaluate how well the LP ﬂock method will cope with
such an issue. The second set of experiments attempts to
track three challenging sequences obtained from Youtube
(Section 7.2). These sequences allow for the evaluation of
tracking performance in the presence of various factors
such as signiﬁcant noise artefacts as well as extreme
facial expressions and poses.
7.1 ASL Database
This experiment uses video sequences of ASL nonman-
uals (facial displays). In total, there are 35 sequences,
with approximately 77 frames for each sequence. There
are signiﬁcant occlusions of the face from the hand as
the subject perform various signs. Additionally, there are
also large variabilities in facial expressions and pose. All
sequences were captured at the resolution of 720x480
pixels, of which the face occupies an area that is approx-
imately 300x250 pixels. There are a total of 7 subjects in
this database with 5 video sequences for each subject.
For the ASL sequences, a total of 98 facial features
were tracked. In terms of training, a separate LP tracker
was trained for each subject. For each subject, approxi-
mately 17 training frames were extracted from two se-
quences. Tracking was then performed on the remaining
three sequences. Since groundtruth information obtained
through manual labelling, was available for 34 video se-
quences, it is possible to obtain statistics on the tracking
error. It was reported in [9] that the tracking error of
AAMs on the test sequences are as follows: average error
of 5.5 pixels with the standard deviation of 1.8 pixels.
However, as the precise number of training data used
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Fig. 9: Examples of frames from the ASL sequences described in Section 7.1.
Youtube Sequence 1 Youtube Sequence 2 Youtube Sequence 3
Fig. 10: Examples of frames from the Youtube test tracking sequences described in Section 7.2.
there is not known, a direct comparison with this error
is difﬁcult.
The tracking performance of the LPs on the ASL
database is then evaluated across a set of training sets
using increasing numbers of training examples. Specif-
ically, training sets of 5, 10, 20 and 40 images were
used to train the LPs. These LPs were then used to
track all 35 sequences in the database and the tracking
errors statistics were extracted. Some examples of the
tracking results from the proposed LP ﬂocks can be seen
in Figure 9. The resulting tracking errors can be seen in
Table 1. The results conﬁrms the intuition that the larger
the training set, the lower the tracking errors. This is
to be expected as a small set of training images will
not provide enough variability in facial conﬁgurations
for learning an accurate linear mapping in the LPs.
However, we can also see that after 20 images, adding
more training images does not result in signiﬁcant im-
provements in the training performance. This is because,
adding redundant images and thus training information
only results in an overcomplete system when learning
the linear mappings of the LP trackers.
In comparison to the AAM method, Table 1 shows
that, with the exception of the smallest training set of
5 images, the remaining larger training sets resulted in
LPs with tracking mean errors that are smaller than
the AAM method. It should be noted that the speciﬁc
number of training examples used for the AAM method
is unknown. However, it was indicated in [9] that two
sequences were used for training, totaling approximately
140 training examples. For completeness, a comparison
is also made against the SubAdaBoost method [9] which
has a higher average pixel error compared with both
the LP and AAM methods. However, this method was
person-independent.
We note that the standard deviation of the LPs is
higher than the AAM method, given a fairly similar
average error (Table 1). The reason for this is that the
proposed method performs less well under signiﬁcant
occlusions (e.g. the feature of interest is completely
occluded by the hand) of the face. This is due to the LPs
having only local contextual information, which will be
occluded as well. On the other hand, AAMs perform
more accurately under occlusions due to their use of
more global facial context. This is also aided by the large
size of the face in the test images. As will be shown in
the next section, when the quality of the face image is
neither as good or is considerably smaller, AAMs fare
less well.
In summary, we ﬁnd that each method has different
advantages. However, a particular advantage can have a
negative impact on the performance of other aspects of
the method. An example of this is the advantage that the
SubAdaBoost method is person-independent. However,
this comes at a cost of feature tracking accuracy. A more
detailed listing of the advantages and disadvantages of
popular facial feature tracking methods can be found in
Table 2.
7.2 Youtube Sequences
We also attempt to compare the performance of the
proposed tracking method to that of AAMs in other
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Tracking Method Pros Cons
Selected Biased LP Smaller training size compared to
AAMs. More accurate than AAMs. Low
complexity. Able to track features inde-
pendently due to automatic LP selec-
tion.
Person dependent. Vulnerable to occlu-
sions.
AAM Small training size required. More accu-
rate than person independent methods.
Potentially robust to occlusions due to
use of entire face shape and texture for
tracking.
Person dependent. Single facial feature
point tracking not possible. The entire
face shape and texture required for ef-
fective feature tracking.
SubAdaBoost Person Independent. Training
performed once. Automatic selection
of tracking context for more effective
tracking. Single feature point tracking
possible.
Not as accurate as person dependent
methods. Large initial training set re-
quired. Vulnerable to occlusions
ASM Person Independent. Training
performed once.
Not as accurate as person dependent
methods. Large initial training set re-
quired. Single feature point tracking not
possible due to reliance on shape model.
TABLE 2: Table summarising the advantages and disadvantages of the tracking methods compared in Section 7.1.
challenging sequences. To this end, Youtube was used
as a source of sequences, all of which contain signiﬁcant
amounts of image noise, motion blurring, pose and
expression changes as well as occlusions. These factors
make it almost impossible to ground-truth the location
of facial features in such sequences. Consequently, the
tests performed above are not possible.
However, some form of performance measure that is
indicative of the robustness of a method in automatically
tracking facial features is still needed. One important
trait to achieving good automated tracking is the number
of manual reinitialisations that need to be done whilst
processing a sequence. A large number of reinitialisa-
tions will require greater user involvement, thus making
the system less convenient to use, and consequently
having a negative impact on the user productivity.
Whilst it is not possible to directly quantify the track-
ing performance using average tracking errors, an in-
direct comparison by means of divergence between the
LP tracking results and that of AAM trackers is still
possible. Where the divergence is large and there is a
signiﬁcant difference between the tracking results from
both methods on a particular frame, there is a large
chance that tracking failure has occurred for one of the
methods. These frames are then visually inspected to
determine whether one or both methods have failed in
tracking the features accurately. Where there has been
a catastrophic tracking failure, the respective tracker is
reinitialised manually. We can then compare the track-
ing robustness of the proposed method to AAMs by
identifying the total number of times reinitialisation was
required for these test sequences. For both methods, the
tracker was initialised at the position from the previous
frame.
7.2.1 Experimental Setup
For our tracking experiments, 3 low-quality sequences
obtained from Youtube were used. Example frames from
each of the sequences can be seen in Figure 10. For
each sequence, a multi-resolution selected LP ﬂock is
trained using a set of training images described more
speciﬁcally below. For all sequences, we have found that
200 member LPs for each ﬂock, with each LP having 30
support pixels was adequate for successful tracking. The
training size across different sequences varies according
to the amount of facial variations present in the scene.
Typically, a training set that capture the extreme facial
conﬁgurations is manually obtained.
The ﬁrst test sequence is of a subject being inter-
viewed. It requires the tracking method to cope with the
following issues: pose changes, signiﬁcant motion blur
and compression artefacts, occlusions of the face and
extreme facial expressions. The test sequence contains a
total of 1216 frames, each having a resolution of 480 by
360 pixels. In this sequence, the face was typically of the
resolution of 160 by 170 pixels. To train the trackers, 18
images were extracted from the sequence and labelled
with the positions of facial features of interest. For the
proposed LPs, 3 scales were used, at 40, 20 and 10 pixels
respectively. A multi-resolution AAMmodel was trained
using exactly the same images and position labels.
The second sequence consists of a subject giving a
speech. This sequence tests the ability of the tracker to
cope with tracking features on a face of small resolution
in the presence of pose and expression changes. This
sequence is comprised of a total of 943 frames, each again
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with a resolution of 360 by 480 pixels. However, in these
sequences, the face was typically of size 80 by 85 pixels,
half that of the ﬁrst sequence, and drastically lower than
the resolution of faces in the convergence experiment
dataset presented in Section 6. The trackers were trained
with 24 labelled images. LPs of 4 scales were used, at 40,
20, 10 and 5 pixels respectively. The smaller scale was
required due to the low resolution of the face. A multi-
resolution AAMmodel was again trained using the exact
same images and position labels.
The third sequence is extracted from a children’s pro-
gramme broadcast by the BBC with a subject performing
sign language as an insert into the broadcast footage.
The image was cropped to isolate the subject, however,
the background around the face region was still retained.
This sequence exhibits signiﬁcant amounts of interlacing
artefacts, occlusions of the face and expression changes.
Additionally, the face is also small in resolution, typically
at 72 by 92 pixels. In total, the sequence contains 514
frames, each of resolution 470 by 376 pixels. The trackers
were trained with 18 labelled images. LPs of 3 scales
were used, at 20, 10 and 5 pixels respectively. The smaller
scale was again required due to the low resolution of the
face. A multi-resolution AAM model was again trained
using the exact same images and position labels.
7.2.2 Tracking Results
The tracking speed in unoptimised C++ is about 20fps
on a standard single-core processor PC. In the ﬁrst se-
quence, we found that the proposed LP method suffered
an unrecoverable tracking error 3 times, despite the
presence of occlusions, extreme facial expressions and
pose changes. In comparison, the AAM irrecoverably
failed 40 times. Example frames where the AAM failed to
track in the ﬁrst sequence can be seen in Figure 13a with
the corresponding LP tracker on the same frame shown
in 13b. Here, we note that the result of the proposed
method is considerably more accurate than that of the
AAMs.
For both the second and third sequences, there are
inaccuracies in tracking, but the proposed method al-
ways recovered without re-initialisation. In contrast, the
AAMmethod required a total of 12 and 9 reinitialisations
for the second and third sequence respectively. Again,
we show the example tracking results at frames where
AAMs required reinitialisation in Figure 13c,d and Fig-
ure 13e,f for the second and third sequence respectively.
As before, we notice that the results for the proposed
method are visually more accurate than that of AAMs.
However, it should be noted that while increasing the
number of training examples would have little effect on
the LP tracker approach it is likely that AAMs would
beneﬁt as discussed in Section 7.1. A full veriﬁcation
of the above claims can be seen in the video sequences
provided in the supplementary material.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described the use of a hierarchical
multi-resolution tracking framework that uses linear pre-
dictors. Accurate and robust tracking is made possible by
ﬁrstly introducing a biased-LP. Additionally, the visual
tracking context for a facial feature is automatically iden-
tiﬁed as surrounding visual support using a probabilistic
selection method. This allowed us to track a range of
difﬁcult feature points containing either too much visual
variations (e.g. inner lip points) or ambiguous feature
points with too little visual information (e.g. points on
the cheek). Finally, the addition of shape constraints
provides a simple but effective method for further im-
proving the tracking performance of the selected LP
ﬂocks by correcting the occasional tracking failure of a
small number of points. Experimental results based on
convergence tests quantitatively show that the proposed
method is more robust than existing AAMs. Crucially,
this was achieved with a minimal training set of 15 to 25
images. We also show that the method can successfully
track facial feature points in sequences that range from
SD to Youtube quality. This was also achieved in the
presence of fast motion, occlusions due moving hands,
simultaneous pose and expression changes, as well as in
conditions of low image quality. We have also analysed
the consistency of the selected visual support across
different individuals. We have found that for certain
visual features, there is consistent use of similar parts
of the face for tracking the same facial feature point.
In terms of future work, further investigations need to
carried out on using other visual cues, for example,
colour, edge strengths and orientations. The key to ef-
fectively using these different cues will lie integrating
an information fusion process into the linear prediction
framework proposed in this manuscript.
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Fig. 11: Results of the convergence tests for displace facial features in SD camera sequences.
Fig. 12: Results of the convergence tests for displaced facial features in webcam sequences.
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(a) Sequence 1 AAM Results
(b) Sequence 1 LP Results
(c) Sequence 2 AAM Results
(d) Sequence 2 LP Results
(e) Sequence 3 AAM Results
(f) Sequence 3 LP Results
Fig. 13: Tracking results on the frames prior to AAMs being reinitialised when tracking the challenging sequences
described in Section 7. For comparisons, we also show the results from the proposed LP method. Since the faces
in the original images are quite small, to see the tracking results in greater detail, the results shown are cropped
images that are 1/3 larger than the area of the tracked results.
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(a) Average distance of support pixels for LP ﬂocks across different subjects for
all the facial features.
(b) Visualisation of the inter-subject
average distances shown in 14a. The
size of the black circles are propor-
tional support pixel distances.
(c) SP Vis
Fig. 14: Results of the similarities of the visual regions selected for tracking various facial features based on the
support pixels of their corresponding SP ﬂocks on SD data.
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(a) Average distance of support pixels for LP ﬂocks across different subjects for
all the facial features.
(b) Visualisation of the average dis-
tances shown in 15a. The size of the
black circles are proportional support
pixel distances.
(c) Visualisation of the average distances shown in 14a
Fig. 15: Results of the similarities of the visual regions selected for tracking various facial features based on the
support pixels of their corresponding SP ﬂocks on webcam data.
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